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The HD-DVD uses the same principles - it contains a bumpy layer that reflects light from laser to sensor, creating a digital signal. HD-DVDs are even exactly the same size as DVDs (120 millimeters in diameter and 1.2 millimeters thick). But three important differences allow them to hold a little more information than
dvDs: they use 405-nanometer blue-violet lasers instead of 650-nanometer red lasers. The lowers are smaller and the tracks are closer together. They use more efficient compression to reduce the size of the files they store. The color of the laser may seem like a trivial change, but the shorter wavelength of the blue-violet
laser is what allows for smaller and closer-stacked HD-DVD lowers. In other words, it allows for a much narrower track height. Regular DVDs have a track height of 0.74 micrometers, and HD-DVDs have a track height of 0.40 micrometers. This can be imagined as the difference between writing with a magic marker and a
finely written pen. Another big difference between DVDs and HD-DVDs is how the information on the disc is compressed. Most DVDs use MPEG-2 compression. HD-DVDs can use MPEG-2, but they typically use the more powerful MPEG-4, which allows for higher video quality with a smaller file size. HD-DVDs can also
use VC-1 (or Windows Media) compression. Finally, due to general improvements in technology, the HD-DVD player can read the information from the disc and deliver it to the TV about three times faster than the DVD player. It can also send a signal to your HDTV digitally using a high-definition multimedia interface
(HDMI), preventing loss of quality that converts to analog. One of the first questions that people ask about HD-DVD (besides Is it better than Blu-ray?) is whether their old DVDs will soon become obsolete. Let's take a look at what can happen to players and boards as people improve. Long ago, Apple made it difficult for
third-party developers to make a good media player for the iPhone. Fortunately, over the years you've loosened your limitations, and now you can get a really solid video player from PlayerXtreme.PlayerXtreme Media Player Platform: iPhone and iPad Price: Free ($4.99 for Pro features) Download PageFeaturesSupports
tons of video and audio formats: 3gp, asf, avi, divx, dv, dat, flv, gxf, m2p, m2ts, m2v, m4v, mkv, moov, mov, mp4, mpeg, mpeg1, mpeg2, mpeg4, mpg, mpv, mt2s , mts, mxf, ogm, ogv, ps, qt, rm, rmvb, ts, vob, webm, wm, wmvSimple, a well-known folder-based interface that feels just like Finder, which also includes many
ways to browse and sort your libraryDifferable ways to search for filesSubses streaming over SMB, UPNP and Wi-FiDownload files to your application over your local network Supports plays HD HD playback directly from email attachments folders that users-visitors of the application can not see, but youSupport
Chromecast and AirPlay (Pro version only)Increase the volume of soft sound (Pro version only)Protection against access code to lock files (Pro version only)Where ExcelsPlayerXtreme can handle almost any file format that you throw at it, which means that it can easily become the main video player without much effort.
It does almost everything you need a video player to do: you can create playlists, add your own subtitle files, play background audio, play files from different sources, and customize playback in many ways. If you buy the Pro version of the app for $5, you can stream videos on Apple TV or Chromecast.Beyond is just a
solid media player, PlayerXtreme also makes it easy to transfer files from pc to iOS device using lots of different methods. PlayerXtreme automatically searches shared folders on your local network where it can download or stream any video files. You can also add files from your browser, via USB, from your local NAS
and from webdav. It all works quite smoothly, so even if you don't consider yourself very technically inclined, you'll still be able to move your videos. Where ShortPlayerXtreme falls out in the app purchase model can be a bit confusing, and frankly most of its best features are locked behind a paywall, so you should expect
to shell out $5 for it. The app occasionally offers a free upgrade to the Pro version if you leave a review. It's said to be worth the money because in-app purchase unlocks Airplay and Chromecast support, as well as volume up, passcode lock, and subtitle support. G/O Media can get a commissionwater Wireless Flosser
WaterConcursionWhile you find dozens of video player apps in the iTunes App Store, only a few are really worth mentioning. The most obvious of these is VLC (Free). If you have no interest in paying for a video player, check VLC before anything else. It plays tons of video formats, syncs with the most popular cloud
storage apps, and has great support for subtitles. VLC isn't perfect though, it seems to be a bit buggy for some people and the overall design of the app is unintuitive. VLC is also pretty outdated at this point because it's been pushing almost a year since the app update. Still, VLC is free, and if you can get past the quirks,
it does its job well. Infuse (Free/$6.49 per year) is probably playerXtreme's biggest direct competitor. These two have a similar set of features, though Infuse adds support for cloud storage services and can sync with Trackt to track which programs If you're using a newer iPad, Infuse also supports modern features like
picture-in-picture and split screen. Infuse is probably a better looking application than PlayerXtreme because it is based much more large thumbnails instead of playerxtreme folder structure, but which project you prefer is more a matter of preference. Since it acts as a subscription of $6.49/year, the cost of Infuse adds up
however, although you can also pay a one-time free $13 to buy it. It's also worth mentioning the Plex (Free) here, though it's not exactly a real media player in the same way as the apps we've already talked about. Instead, Plex connects to your home media server and you can play files in the iOS app. Plex can also play
local files, although it is limited to what is on the camera roll. If you have a Plex server at home, this is an obvious choice, but if you're only interested in playing videos on your iOS device, it won't do you much good. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing catalogue of recommendations for the best apps and tools
in many categories. This post was updated on May 9 with a new recommendation. Filming is currently underway for Steven Spielberg's upcoming adaptation of Ready Player One, and the streets of Birmingham, England, have been transformed into a grainy, dystopian world for the future of Ernest Cline's bestselling
novel. Some early photos from the film set were posted online last month, and now with cameras officially rolling, more photos from the set and videos from the production appear - including a few that confirm that the film doesn't skimp on the nostalgia of the 1980s, that is such a part of Cline's original story. Related:
Here's your first look at the world of Steven Spielberg's 'Ready Player One' Photos and videos were taken by local residents and movie fans by checking out the Birmingham Ready Player One set. In addition to heaping helps 1980s cartoons and movie characters, but also a few pictures of Spielberg himself directing the
cast and creative team on film. Here are some notable photos and videos that have found their way to Twitter over the past week. They offer a glimpse into the catwalk reality movie the characters inhabit. I love this look! Having fun strolling the streets of Birmingham seeing the #readyplayerone #spielberg
pic.twitter.com/cnFgYu0QG5 &amp;mdash come to life; Christopher Bevan (@ChrisBevan89) September 6, 2016 #spielberginbrum directing cast for #ReadyPlayerOne @GreatCharlesSt pic.twitter.com/dgrh1188UX &amp;mdash; Great Charles Street (@GreatCharlesSt) September 5, 2016 It&amp;#39;s very exciting
walking to work in the mid of a movie set. #ReadyPlayerOne #Birmingham pic.twitter.com/2Hh5rux98h &amp;&amp; mdash; Dave Thompson (@DaveThompsonCC) September 6, 2016 #snarf added a dressing set for #ReadyPlayerOne in Livery Street #spielberginbrum #geek #geekfest #Thundercats
pic.twitter.com/fP4TqztaBb &amp;mdash; Michelle Green (@Green_Mush) August 25, 2016 #ReadyPlayerOne @GreatCharlesSt Lionel Street. #spielberginbrum &amp;5. Great Charles Street (@GreatCharlesSt) September 5, 2016 Set dressing Livery Street for #ReadyPlayerOne in @BirminghamJQ @myjq
@STPAULS_BRUM @brumpic #spielberginbrum pic.twitter.com/2CcNaMcqBB &amp;amp; Michelle Green (@Green_Mush) August 24, 2016 Directed by Spielberg, Ready Player One casts X-Men: Apocalypse actor Tye Sheridan as Wade Watts, one of many people embroiled in a complicated treasure hunt in the
digital kingdom of OASIS that will give the winner full control of the virtual universe. Competing with other treasure hunters and a sinister corporation that wants to make money from OASIS, Wade must use his encyclopedic knowledge of oasis's favorite pop culture era, the 1980s, to discover the ultimate prize. Sheridan
also stars Olivia Cook (Me and Earl and the Dying Girl), Mark Rylance (Bridge of Spies), Simon Pegg (Star Trek), T.J. Miller (Deadpool) and Ben Mendelsohn (Rogue One: A Star Wars Story). The screenplay for the film was written by Zak Penn (Avengers) and Eric Eason (Manito), as well as Cline. Ready Player One
hits theaters March 30, 2018. Editor recommendations If you have local videos stored on your Android phone, there is no shortage of ways to give them a watch. But that doesn't mean that all options are created equally — these are the best video apps for Android. However, before we get there, we need to clarify that
these are apps for viewing locally stored videos. They are not intended for streaming services such as YouTube or Netflix. It's about watching videos stored on your phone, whether you shot them with your camera or downloaded them somewhere. Best overall: VLC for Android (Free) When it comes to video players on
almost any platform, it's hard not to consider VLC. It's open source, free, and can play almost any kind of video file you want to throw at it. All this combined makes VLC an easy choice for the best player on Android. VLC also offers compatibility with subtitles and subtitles, as well as media library, folder support, multi-way
audio, aspect ratio adjustment and widget. It can also stream videos over your local network. Not only is it a great video player, but it's also a full-featured audio player with equalizer and support for virtually any audio format. And it does it all for free. Just download it already. Best for Camera-Shot Video: Google Photos
(Free) If all you want to do is re-watch videos that were taken with your phone's camera, then Google Photos is the way to go. It's already a powerful tool for all your photo and backup needs, but it's also great for watching videos and even minor changes. With the Photos app, you can watch all the videos you've shot with
your camera (and many more that are locally on the device, although supported file formats directly to other applications, and trim or cut clips if needed. This is a simple but useful tool that you probably already have on your phone. If not, it's free in the Play Store. The Best for Casting Videos: LocalCast (Free, Varying
IAP) Watching movies on your phone is cool and all, but it's also nice to take advantage of the much larger screen in the living room. That's a huge part of what makes Google Chromecast so nice, and LocalCast is the best app for solid casting. RELATED: The best way to throw Android or iPhone movies to your TV What
makes it better than other apps? It has the best device support: it supports not only Chromecast, but also Apple TV, Fire TV, Sony TVs and Samsung Smart TVs, Xbox 360/One and all other DLNA devices. That's a lot. LocalCast also has features that support cloud streaming, so you don't have to store content on your
device — you can connect Drive and Dropbox to LocalCast for remote streaming. LocalCast is free, but uses the pay-as-you-go model with a variety of options, including $0.99 per month, annual payment plans of $5.50, $6.88, $10.67 or $21.30. There are also several one-time payment options: $4.92 or $6.57. You can
give it a chance by downloading it here. Here.
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